Summary. In this paper, we extend Householder's [4] generalization of an algorithm of Sebasti~o e Silva [1 t ] by adding a new elimination rule for defining the sequences which converge to the factors of the given polynomial. We then present the dual Mgorithm and show that the dual algorithm becomes equivalent to the direct algorithm in the generalized form. Next, we give accelerated forms of these algorithms which are quadratically convergent. We also study the relation of these methods to other methods.
and g (rj) 4=g (rk) /or r i 4= r k. Define recursively g~+ , (~) = g (z) g, (~) -~, (~) 1 (z), where each g, (z) is o/degree n--1 at most. I[ then

.. n, by any one o] the [ollowing rules : Rule t. Form g,, p+x (z) by eliminating the highest term between g,, p(z) and g,+ , p (z).
Rule 2. Form g~,p+l(z) by eliminating the constant term between g,,p(z) and g,+ 1, p (z) and dividing by z.
Rule 3. Define g,,p (z) as the [ollowing determinant o/order p:
/g,(zl g,+l(zl...g,+,_l(zl \ 
From (7) and (8) 
g,* p
v----~oo If g (z) = z, Theorem t is the original algorithm of Sebasti~o e Silva. As noted in Householder [4] , the original algorithm fails when all the zeros of the given polynomial are equal in modulus while this generalization produces at least quadratic factors even for this case. The determinants (3), when g(z)=z, can be shown to be equivalent to those given by Bauer, who developed the following algebraic relations among the polynomials g~,p (z) defined by his determinants:
ev, p gv, p+~(z) =g*+~,p(z) * -g~.p(z), (11) where ev,p and q~,p are constants such that e~+l p q,+~ p=e~,pq~,p+v
In fact, (t0) is the basis of Bauer's treppeniteration and (11) justifies Rule t of Theorem 1 for the case g (z)= z. Also the algebraic relations (t0) through (t 3) suggest that Rutishauser's qd algorithm is closely related (in this connection, see Stewart [131) . The dual of Theorem t will be stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let/(z) be given by (1) and let g(z) and go(Z) satisfy all the conditions described in Theorem I and let k be the degree of g (z). Define reeursively
gv +.1 (Z)= [g(Z)J-l[gv(z)--r V=0, 1, 2 ..... (t4)
where each dpv (z) is o/degree k --t at most such that g~ (z) --r (z) [ (z) is divisible by g (z)
.
Moreover, let
and define the sequences g~,p (z) by any one o/the three rules described in Theorem 1.
J g(rl) I < < J g (rp/t < I g (rp § l <"" < l g(r~) I"
Proof. Since g (z) and ] (z) do not have common zeros, there exist polynomials h (z) and k (z) of degrees n--t and k--1, respectively, at most, such that h (z) g (z) + k (z) f (z) = t.
so that the direct algorithm with h (z) is equivalent to the dual algorithm with g (z). This algorithm, with g (z) = z and with elimination Rule 2, has been shown to be effective for finding zeros of transcendental functions in a circle of analyticity as well as of polynomials [t3] . A more general theorem for transcendental functions can be obtained by extending Corollary 1.
In computing the polynomials g,(z) in Corollary 1, we have two methods.
First Method: We can find the polynomials r and ~v(z) of degrees n--I and k--l, respectively, at most, such that
where r(z) and s (z) are polynomials of degrees n--1 and k--1, respectively, at most. Then
[w (z) /(z) + r (z)] g (z)-[~ (z) g (z) + s (z)] / (z) =g,(z) or [w (z) -~ (z)] / (z) g (z) + r (z) g (z) -s (z) / (z) = g, (z).
Since g, (z) is of degree n--t at most, the term in ] (z)g (z) must be zero, that is w (z) • ~ (z). Hence
r (z) g (z) -s (z) / (z) =g, (z).
Let g,+, (z) = r (z), r = s (~).
In practice, the polynomials ~b (z) and ~, (z) can be found once and for all, thereafter the sequence of g, (z) can be obtained by Step t. Let g~Ol(z)=g,(z) and de/ine Step 3. Let a~+ ~ (z) --,Ill.
-~,p
(~).
Then ,!im o,(~) = h~...p (~)
with the order o/convergence 2.
Pro@ Rule 3 will be proved here. The reader can easily verify Rule 1 and Rule 2 in a similar way using Newton's formula for interpolation. We will consider the 
k-_-z-t
It (r3 i--~ it (rt) "" "i--~ 1i (ri)
l-_l(z)]-(p-ll.
First we note that
i--~ l~(rt) ~--~ It (ri) "'" ~--~ It (ri) \ '~,(:_,!~!:>~r,)~,::) "~-' ";(':-~)"(.:!(',)~,(~) ~" ";('t)"<~>(',)t,-(:) I
:=~
l~(ri)
,-_~: or lowest term between two polynomials to obtain each iterate, while Rule t or Rule 2 of Theorem t requires I evaluation of g, and p--t eliminations. Also, Rule 3 of Theorem 2 requires 2p--1 evaluations of g~q while Rule 3 of Theorem t requires I evaluation of g,. Thus, when p = t, the amount of work involved is exactly the same in both algorithms, and, for that case, the recursion of Theorem 2 is g,+l (z)=g~ (z) (rood/), while that of Theorem t, for the choices g(z)=z and go(Z) ----1, is
The latter case is discussed in detail by Bauer, and this shows that the original algorithm can be made quadratically convergent for p = t. The dual form of Theorem 2 can also be obtained naturally.
Corollary 2. In Corollary t, suppose
[g(*l) I ----< "'" --<--Ig(rp) I < [g(rp+l) I --<--"'" <--IgIr-) [" Then lim
...p(~).
g,%(~) =tl, Let a o (z)=g*,p (z),/or an M sufficiently large and let
t qo (z) = ~ [/(z) --ro (z)],
where 7o (z) is the remainder and Oo (z) is the quotient when /(z) is divided by a o (z). Then Oo (z) is su[]iciently close to (z--rt) (z--ra) ... (z--rp). Define e, (z) and a~ (z), /or v = O, 1, 2 ..... by the [ollowing scheme:
Step t. Let g~O] (z) =g, (z) and define
.. ip, where r i(z) is a polynomial o/degree p--t at most such that g~i-X](z)-r i(z) /(z) is divisible by Q~ (z) and let g,+l (z) ----g~Xa(z).
Step 2. Same as Step 2 in Theorem 2.
Step 3. Let --,,[E* (z~ and let Thus we can replace ~, (z) by q, (z) in Corollary 2, for p = 1, without affecting the convergence. This is in fact the algorithm of Jenkins and Traub [8] :
where a, is defined by (21). Bauer and Samelson [3] give a similar algorithm replacing (2t) by
which requires somewhat less arithmetic per step but somewhat more steps. The algorithm of Jenkins and Traub using quadratic iteration [9] can also be regarded as a variant of Corollary 2 with p = 2, although the formulation of the sequence 0, (z) is somewhat different. Stewart [t2] extended the algorithm of Jenkins and Tranb [8] for p_-->2: Given monic polynomials Q, (z) and o, (z) of degree p and n--p which are approximate divisors of /(z), define
where ~,(z) is of degree n--p--t at most, so chosen that l(z)--r is divisible by ~,(z). By interchanging Q,(z) and a,(z), an analogous rule can be obtained for forming Qr+l (z). This algorithm is in fact identical with Samelson's factorization method [10] and the exact connection between these two algorithms is given in [6] . In Corollary 2, we can see that 
where e, can be arbitrarily small for v sufficiently large. Since ~, (z) a,+l (z) is the monic polynomial of degree n such that (23) and (24) We will conclude this paper with a few comments. By the original algorithm of SebastiKo, we can factor a given polynomial ] (z) as a product of polynomials each of which has equimodular zeros. As we do this, however, if the sequence g,,p turns out to converge, at some point of the recursion, by redefining the recursion replacing g (z)= z by g (z)=g,,p (z) and using one of the generalized forms of the algorithm, we can accelerate the convergence of g*p(z) to [x~...t,(z). We can even use the accelerated form in Theorem 2, which may be, however, impractical for p > 2. Now suppose that all zeros of [ (z) are equimodular and let be any nonzero constant which is not a zero of [(z) . Then no more than two zeros of [ (z) can be equidistant from e, and if we set g (z) = z--0r in the generalization, Theorem 1, then either the sequence g,, ~ (z) or the sequence g,, z (z) will converge. In either case, the accelerated form of the algorithm in Theorem 2 can be used to give faster convergence.
